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Theories of Addiction

• Describe three sorts of biomedical theories of addiction.
• Discuss the intracranial self-stimulation and drug self-administration paradigms.
• Discuss the assumptions present in many biomedical theories of addiction.
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Drug Addiction
Drug-addicted persons are habitual drug users who continue to use a drug
despite its adverse effects (e.g., health, social life) and despite their repeated
efforts to stop using.

Addiction
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1. Physical-dependence theories. Physical dependence traps addicted persons in
a cycle of using and withdrawing.
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1. Physical-dependence theories. Physical dependence traps addicted persons in
a cycle of using and withdrawing.
2. Positive-incentive theories. Primary factor in most addictions is the craving for
the rewarding properties of the drug.
3. Incentive-sensitization theory. The positive-incentive value of addictive drugs
increases with repeated use.

Theories of Addiction
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Intracranial Self-Stimulation
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Several lines of evidence indicate that the circuits mediating self stimulation are
natural reward circuits:
1. Brain stimulations through electrodes that support ICSS often elicit natural
motivated behaviours (e.g., eating, sexual behaviour) in the presence of a goal
object.
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Several lines of evidence indicate that the circuits mediating self stimulation are
natural reward circuits:
1. Brain stimulations through electrodes that support ICSS often elicit natural
motivated behaviours (e.g., eating, sexual behaviour) in the presence of a goal
object.
2. Producing increases in natural motivation (e.g., food deprivation, hormone
injections) often increases ICSS rates.
3. Bar pressing for food or stimulation are quite similar when the confounds for a
comparison are removed.

Intracranial Self-Stimulation
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mesocorticolimbic pathway

nigrostriatal pathway

Mesotelencephalic Dopamine System
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Four sorts of evidence that mesocorticolimbic pathway plays an important role in
ICSS:
1. Many of the brain sites at which self-stimulation occurs are part of the
mesocorticolimbic dopamine system, or project directly to it.
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Four sorts of evidence that mesocorticolimbic pathway plays an important role in
ICSS:
1. Many of the brain sites at which self-stimulation occurs are part of the
mesotelencephalic dopamine system, or project directly to it.
2. Cerebral dialysis studies: ICSS is often associated with an increase in dopamine
release in the mesocorticolimbic pathway.
3. Dopamine agonists increase ICSS, and dopamine antagonists decrease ICSS.
4. Lesions of the mesocorticolimbic pathway tend to disrupt ICSS.

Mesocorticolimbic System
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Drug Self-Administration
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Rat Park
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Rat Park, and other more recent experimental studies of the drug selfadministration paradigm, have noted that the following manipulations
dramatically decrease rates of drug self-administration (maintenance or
acquisition):
1. Enriched environments.

from Puhl et al., 2012
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Rat Park, and other more recent experimental studies of the drug selfadministration paradigm, have noted that the following manipulations
dramatically decrease rates of drug self-administration (maintenance or
acquisition):
1. Enriched environments.
2. Group housing.

from Raz & Berger, 2010
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1. Enriched environments.
2. Group housing.
3. Choice of non-drug reinforcers.

sucrose preference score

Rat Park, and other more recent experimental studies of the drug selfadministration paradigm, have noted that the following manipulations
dramatically decrease rates of drug self-administration (maintenance or
acquisition):

from Ahmed, 2010
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Biomedical theories of drug addiction/dependence usually make several largely
unfounded assumptions:
1. Addiction to an ‘addictive drug’ is caused by exposure to that drug (‘druginduced addiction’; see Alexander, 2001).
2. All/most people who use an ‘addictive drug’ beyond some threshold amount
become addicted (a ‘dose-addiction’ relationship; see Alexander, 2001).
3. If left untreated, drug dependence is a lifelong deteriorating condition.
4. Recovery from addiction requires abstinence.

Biomedical Theories
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